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Introduction 

Today, twenty-eight years after the fall of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, its effects could still be                  
seen in all fifteen of what were previously called soviet socialist republics. Following the formation and                
rise of the Soviet Union, the Red Army occupied a large part of the Eastern Europe, namely Poland,                  
Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and German Democratic Republic (GDR). The attack was            
both internal and external. Internally, the Communist parties were gradually gaining power and             
eliminating the other political parties. Day by day, the aforementioned states started implementing the              
USSR principles. The Soviet dominance was felt in every acre of land experiencing the totalitarian               
regime, and the states of the Eastern Europe slowly became satellite countries. Land was collectivized,               
companies were nationalized, and the satellite states were eventually serving the Soviet economy. Even              
the satellites’ military organizations were under the command of the Soviet Union through the Warsaw               
pact. After internal unrest, political upheavals and revolutions, the USSR dissolved in December 1991.              
Subsequently, twelve of the fifteen former soviet socialist republics formed the Commonwealth of             
Independent Nations to support one another by economic and military alliances during the process of               
annihilating the negative consequences of being a post-Soviet state. Despite, the democratic regimes             
and liberal economical systems had difficulty prevailing. Due to the forty years of communist rule in                
their history, it was challenging for the post-Soviet countries to transition to a liberal, free country                
where every human being is equally subject to the same set of human rights. The biggest of the                  
humanitarian problems is the human trafficking, and the largest part of the trafficked human is women.                
In Kyrgyzstan, for example, 11,880 women get kidnapped every year. The victims, who are commonly               
referred to as “Natashas”, have been trafficked to all around the world through interconnected              
organized crime networks. Up to 20% of these women are subjected to violence. Thus, under the light of                  
the theme of this conference, which is “protecting freedom in the Global Age”, the humanitarian               
committee will focus on protecting the freedom of the trafficked Slavic women by finding measures to                
combat human trafficking in post Soviet states. 

Definition of Key Terms 

Human trafficking: the act of illegally, and forcefully, transporting people from one country to another 

 
 



 

Commonwealth of Independent Nations (CIS): an intergovernmental organization formed after the           
dissolution of the Soviet Union that involves economic and military alliances among post Soviet States  

Satellite state: an officially independent state that is under the heavy influence of another country 

Perestroika: the policy, proposed by Gorbachev, of reconstructing the economic and political system 

General Overview 

In pre-Soviet Russia, the peasants of the serfdom constituted a high portion of the prostitutes.               
As serfdom was abolished, the freed peasants came into the cities where the only career they could                 
pursue was prostitution. After the Bolshevik Revolution, the communist state under Lenin’s rule             
launched a campaign against prostitution. Within the scope of this campaign, prostitutes were either              
executed or sent to labor camps. The State Commission to Fight Prostitution declared in 1919 that                
communism was the grave of prostitution. As a side effect of the partial return to market-based                
economy, this harsh policy was relaxed. However, in a short while with Stalin’s order prostitution was                
once again suppressed. The roots of the huge human trafficking problem in Eurasia lie in the Soviet                 
Union and its dissolution. Transition from a totalitarian communist regime was difficult and it brought               
serious consequences: human trafficking. The causes of this devastating humanitarian problem are            
mostly economic. Unemployment, which was previously not an issue thanks to the communist regime,              
was now a huge problem for women. The value of money was decreasing day by day due to                  
hyperinflation in the 1990s. Similar to the process after the abolishment of serfdom, the women of the                 
lower socioeconomic strata were stone-broke and could try anything just to make a buck or two.  

Women who were in desperate search of money, were tricked by traffickers into traveling              
abroad for “job opportunities”. Surveys prove this by suggesting that most trafficked women are coming               
from marginalized groups such as the unemployed, homeless or the orphans. Even though the              
widespread view on trafficked sex workers is that they are they are libido driven, lazy people who                 
choose these means of earning money by consent, most women aren’t even aware of the potential                
nature of their employement. When they aggree to migrate to work as dancers, waitresses, house               
cleaners or babysitters, most of the victims don’t foresee that these jobs entail sexual services. In a                 
study conducted by Khodyreya and Tsvetkova, 90% of 1200 young women said they weren’t expecting               
to work in prostitution. After these women are trafficked to the markets- especially the developed               
countries of North America, Europe and North Asia- they are forced to work 10-12 hours a day. Their                  
job requirements include having unprotected sex with up to ten men a day, getting beaten and being                 
deprived of most basic freedoms. 70% of sex-trafficking victims are also victims of abuse. 

On the other hand, economy and poverty isn’t the only cause of this human rights crisis. As a                  
result of the sexual revolution, educated young women no-longer saw using their body for              
money-gaining purposes ashaming and young female professionals viewed prostitution as an easy way             
to make extra money. With perestroika, the times were changing and embracing sexuality was also a                
stance against the old communist ideology that condemned sexuality. After a really long period of               

 
 



 

confinement, the expression of female sexuality occurred to men as they had more freedom to violate a                 
woman’s body. The major propellant, though, was the absence of a functional legal system aiming to                
hinder attempts of trafficking. Unlike the communist regime itself, the old legal regulations weren’t              
replaced rapidly. Russian democracy preserved most of the former legal code, and that did not include                
any means of prohibiting or even defining human trafficking. It took more than ten years after                
independence to introduce a law that directly targets the issue of human trafficking. Unfortunately, the               
existence of the laws is not enough. Due to serious corruption problems in the political and                
governmental institutions of the post-Soviet states, obtaining forged documents or crossing the border             
is as easy as pie. As the victims of trafficking have suffered cases of rape by policemen and other                   
officers, they naturally also have law trust in law enforcement. Without any legal support behind them,                
the survivors of trafficking decide to remain silent after getting threatened with death by traffickers if                
they try to leave or cooperate with law enforcement. If they are released from captivity, many women                 
are considered in violation of the immigration laws of the country they used to “work” in. Some nations                  
like the United States, Italy, and the United Kingdom have a legal grace period in which victims are                  
allowed to stay in their country if they agree to help prosecutors and testify in court against they                  
traffickers. Even in the rare cases when they do cooperate, there are limited resources to protect them                 
from retaliation. Since the victims are no longer welcomed in their country or even by their family, most                  
of them unwillingly return to the traffickers. An additional factor discouraging women to get legal               
assistance is that where prostitution is not legal the women themselves might also face charges. 

Major Parties Involved and Their Views 

Russia: The dominant masculine cult in the Russian Federation, which is partly induced by the 
“alpha-male” president, spreads to the rest of the region considering that the country still has a serious 
influence on many of the post-Soviet States. Despite this, human trafficking was declared a threat to 
national security in 2004. Around those times, a representative from Duma, and some NGOs fought for a 
change in the Russian Law. Russia has the lowest number of legal frameworks and is limited in that it 
only has one policy tool, which is a statute that criminalizes trafficking. Russia, being an example of an 
authoritarian regime, posseses a lack of political will to illegalize human trafficking. 
 
Georgia: Recently, Georgia has been implementing a Western-friendly policy, which in-turn induces the 
humanitarian and women’s rights issues to rise up the agenda.  
 
Ukraine: Ukraine was the first country among the post-Soviet States to adopt a human-trafficking              
policy (in 1998). Since then, many policy changes and amendments were accepted; a national law was                
finally adopted by the parlimant in 2011 increasing the Ukranian policy tools to four. This progress was                 
fueled by the NGOs and policy entrepreneurs rather than the semi-authoritarian government. United             
States influence was also a major motivation for improving the legislation framework. The European              
Union’s (EU) Visa Liberalization to Ukraine plan incentivized the country to adopt better policies. 

Moldova: Moldova has a very high poverty rate and this brings with it a high rate of human trafficking. 
One in every hundred people has been trafficked in Moldova. 
 

 
 



 

Timeline of Events 

December 1991 Collapse of the USSR. 

21 December 1991 
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Russia,       
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan agreed to the Alma-Ata        
Protocols and joined the CIS. 

12 December 2000 Palermo Protocol was signed 

Evaluation of Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue 

There are many local, national, and international attempts to tackle the issue of sex trafficking.               
In the local scale, a variety of relief groups are operating to provide safe conditions for the rescued                  
victims. However, these are often too temporary and under-funded to help. Nations try to utilize their                
legislative and judisive power in resolving the issue. In 2019, for instance, Ukraine required all schools                
to dedicate a class to educating the students on anti-trafficking efforts of the country. Russia seeks to do                  
a similar thing in the form of sensational stories in media. These, unfortunately, are frequently viewed                
as individual cases rather than a widespread conflict. In solving almost every issue that the humankind                
is facing today, education is cruical. Yet, former Soviet Union is one of the exceptions to this consensus.                  
There are educated victims as much as the illiterate, under-priviliged ones descending from             
marginalized groups. The Angel Coalition lies on the succesful end of attempts to resolve this problem.                
The Angel Coalition is a Russian international association of anti-trafficking women’s organizations. It             
includes 60 NGOs from 25 regions of Russia and 7 post-Soviet States, which provide repatriation               
services to victims, operate toll-free help-lines and victim assistance shelters. The coalition also             
participates in the Legislative Working Group of the Moscow State Duma on the matter of               
counter-trafficking laws. United Nations’ attempts to resolve the issue, run under United Nations Office              
on Drugs and Crime (UNODC). One of UNODC’s responsibilities is to implement the Palermo Protocol               
(Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Traqfficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children),             
which defines human trafficking, protects the rights of the victims and punishes the traffickers. As of                
2018, 173 parties have ratified the protocol. In addition to this major international step, International               
Organisation of Migration (IOM) is implementing the “Prevention of Human Trafficking” programme.            
IOM also works in cooperation with the International Labour Organisation (ILO) on adapting             
counter-trafficking legislation in the European Union to bridge any gaps in the national laws. 
 

Possible Solutions 

The issue at hand, being sex trafficking, needs to be addressed in three parts: the traffickers                
(organized crime), the victims, and the clients. In taking care of the first part, traffickers, legal                
regulations and their implementations need to be reviewed. Measures to tackle corruption need to be               
taken since traffickers can easily bribe the government officials in order to run away from law                

 
 



 

enforcement. New legislation needs to include violations that occur abroad, since trafficking is most of               
the time international. The solutions should also take the victims, being the second part of the issue,                 
into account. There needs to be a safe place to stay, medical and psychological care, and legal support                  
for the rescued victims to be able to comfortably reveal the traffickers and bring charges against them.                 
Even though reduction of poverty would do some help, it would only partially diminish the amount of                 
women going into prostitution since most of the trafficked women are unaware of the extent of the job                  
they consented to get into. On the other hand, educational plans for raising awareness on the issue                 
might be produce more discrete results. The last portion of our problem is the clients. Although some                 
countries are starting to implement legal measures to the traffickers there are almost no regulations for                
the clients. Criminilazing or strictly monitoring the acquisiton of sexual services might be an alternative               
for repressing the demand for prostitution. 
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